Be prepared for the Billy Goat Trail, Section A. It is a very physically demanding trail. If you have doubts about your physical ability to climb over angled rocks and boulders, please consider one of the Park’s less strenuous trails.

A bicycle detour is provided via Berma Road to avoid sections of towpath unsafe for cycling. Access the detour at the Stopgate and Anglers Inn of the towpath. All cyclists should use Berma Road.

HAZARDS!

* Allow enough time to finish entire hike before sunset.
* Be prepared for weather changes and extremes.
* Carry and drink adequate fluids.
* Do not drink water from streams, river or canal.
* Wear sturdy hiking shoes.
* Stay on trail and do not travel alone.
* Stay off slippery rocks and cliff faces.

See reverse for more information.

For emergencies, call 911 or (866)677-6677 for National Park Ranger Assistance.